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Creeds & Confessions:
− Creeds were never meant to replace Scripture, but rather to sum up the church’s understanding of the truths of
God’s Word over against heresy & error.
− Examples of creeds that we still ascribe to: the Nicene Creed; the Athanasian Creed; the Apostles’ Creed; the
Chalcedonian Definition – written between the third and fifth centuries.
− Protestant confessions are similar to the early creeds, except their depth of focus is more comprehensive. Like a
creed, they do not replace Scripture, nor set themselves on par with Scripture. Instead, they are a summary of
what Protestants find in Scripture.

Early Confessions:
Luther wrote the Large and Small Catechisms in 1529, for training adult disciples and clergy; and for children & new
converts, respectively.
The famous Augsburg Confession (1530), were drawn up by Luther and Philip Melanchthon, not as a confession for
the church, but in order for it to be laid before Emperor Charles V and the princes of Europe. It was an apologetic of
the Lutheran message, clarifying what Lutherans believe against the charges set against them by German Catholics.
The Reformed tradition was particularly committed to the cause of confessionalization. Roughly 40 to 50 confessions
were written between 1520 and 1650 – the most of any Protestant tradition. In 1523, as the Reformed tradition began,
Huldrych Zwingli drew up the Sixty-Seven Articles in Zurich. This was followed by the Ten Theses of Berne (1528), the
First Confession of Basel (1534), and several others as cities began to adopt the Reformed perspective. Others
countries would follow – the French Confession of Faith (1559) & the Scots Confession (1560).
There is a harmonization of these confessions that unites their diverse voices into a singular Reformed voice; so we
can see their unity on issues of salvation, worship, and practice. Many churches recognize what is called the Three
Forms of Unity—the Belgic Confession (1561), the Canons of Dort (1619), and the Heidelberg Catechism (1563) – a
unity of witness to Reformed principles.
The high mark of confessions was the Westminster Standards – the Westminster Confession of Faith, the Larger and
Shorter Catechisms, the Directory of Public Worship, and the Form of Church Government. The confession served as a
new expression of Reformed orthodoxy, while the two catechisms mimic Luther’s commitment to providing a manual
for both adults and children. In terms of length and depth, no Reformation or post-Reformation confessional standard
rivals that of the Westminster Assembly. Its history, though, comes out of the struggle within the English church.

Westminster Confession of Faith
Background
The background to the WCF was the English Civil War (1642-1660) between Charles 1 & the English Parliamentarians
& Scottish Covenanters. Part of the machinations of the conflict included: the assembling of the Long Parliament;
the establishment of Presbyterianism in England; the setting up of the Commonwealth of England under Oliver
Cromwell as Lord Protector. During this time of republicanism, presbyterianism & confusion, the Westminster
Assembly was convened (1643-1646) to advise Parliament on the proper conduct of church & state affairs.
The Westminster Confession of Faith has been described as the climax of classical confessions, the greatest
achievement of the English Reformation; “one of the most influential documents of the post-Reformation period
of the Christian Church”; truly one of the “monumental documents of Church history.”
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Westminster Assembly
Appointed by the Long Parliament, the Assembly met for 6 years (1643-1649). It consisted of 10 lords; 20
commoners / MPs; 121 clergymen or ‘divines’, representing Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Erastians, & 8 Scottish
covenanters. The Assembly received directive from Parliament that the divines should "confer and treat among
themselves of such a discipline and government as may be most agreeable to God's Holy Word, and most apt to
procure and preserve the peace of the church at home, and nearer agreement with the Church of Scotland and
other Reformed Churches abroad."
The Assembly abandoned work on the 39 Articles and proceeded to create an entirely new set of documents with
Scriptural proof texts, as the House of Commons insisted. The completed work of the Westminster Assembly was
eventually adopted with revisions in England and by the Church of Scotland. Further, they formed the cornerstone
of the Presbyterian Church and other reformed churches throughout Europe and America.
Summary & Divisions
At 33 chapters, the WCF is by far the largest of the Standards & the major confessions. It divides naturally into 4
sections:
Chapters 1 – 8
= The TRIUNE GOD
Chapters 9 – 18 = SALVATION Theology
Chapters 19 – 24 = PRACTICAL Christian Life
Chapters 25 – 33 = The CHURCH of God & Last Things
The TRIUNE God
Chapter 1 on the Holy Scriptures prominently anchors the confession on the Word of God, concurring with Swiss
& German Reformers that doctrinal statements be grounded in careful exegesis of Scripture in their original
languages. It is one of the most clear, judicious, concise, yet exhaustive statements on revelation & the Scriptures.
Chapter 2 deals with the being & attributes of God, the Trinity, containing some of the most excellent, most
uplifting & majestic descriptions of God & His attributes in the English language.
Chapters 3-5 consider the work of God – Decree; Creation & Providence. The confession demonstrates from the
outset its unambiguous Reformed Calvinist position in the absolute sovereignty of God in predestination & limited
atonement; yet affirming the reality & efficacy of second causes, ‘safe-guarding’ the free will of created moral
beings in an absolutely deterministic universe.
Chapter 6 affirms the perfect human condition; the distinct generation & reality of sin in the human race; the
utter subordination of all things under the sovereign power of God
Chapter 7 introduces covenant theology & represents the highpoint in the development of federal thinking;
representing all God’s dealing with man through the lens of the Covenant.
Chapter 8 reveals Christ as the Mediator of the covenant of Grace. The confession in its Christology, so builds on
the teachings enshrined in the first ecumenical creeds. The vicarious & substitutionary atonement of the
Mediator is emphasized.
SALVATION Theology
Chapter 9 begins the confession’s distinct approach to salvation theology, re-emphasizing that free will in an
absolutely deterministic universe, though paradoxical, is expressly declared in Scripture.
Chapter 10 deals with calling & regeneration, both gracious acts of the Spirit of which we have no part & against
which we have no power to resist.
Chapter 11 considers justification, an instantaneous & gracious act of the Spirit by which we are declared
forgiven & righteous.
Chapter 12 celebrates adoption – the confession is unique among the historical confessions in granting an entire
chapter to this significant doctrine – the first confession to do so.
Chapter 14 on faith & Chapter 15 on repentance, define the 2 sides of conversion by which we turn from sin &
to God.
Chapter 13 on Sanctification & Chapter 16 on Good Works explores the relationship between them; the gracious
internal operation of the Spirit with the cooperation of the believer, working out in good works.
Chapter 17 on Perseverance is sited next to Chapter 18 on Assurance emphasizing the objective against the
subjective evidences for salvation. The divines pastorally counsel that assurance is not part of saving faith &
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believers may suffer doubt and need to remind themselves of God’s promises, the fruit of redeemed life & the
testimony of the Spirit.
PRACTICAL Christian Life
The Westminsters demonstrated their deep pastoral & practical heart, including a unique section on practical
life. The confession begins the section, again with 2 chapters, Chapter 19 on the Law, & Chapter 20 on Christian
Liberty, side-by-side, to emphasize the relevancy & importance of the law, as found in God’s Word, to daily life;
& that in Christ, we are not free from the law, but free from sin, & free to obey the law.
Chapter 21 deals with proper worship of God; Chapter 22 covers oaths & vows; Chapter 23 considers our
responsibilities to civil authorities; & Chapter 24 looks at marriage & divorce.
Behind this section is not a concern about behaviours or “what should we do in order to obtain salvation?”, but
an earnest concern for authentic religious experience in the believer. This is Puritan preaching – an effort to bring
all of life under the influence of the Word of God.
The CHURCH of God & Last Things
The section provides the clearest & most detailed account of Presbyterian polity & government; and yet only
the briefest foretelling of the Last Things.
Chapter 25 on the Church & Chapter 26 on Communion of Saints, define the church – not as a hierarchy or
institution but as a community of believers under God. The pope is identified as the Antichrist of the apostate
church. Chapter 27 on Sacraments in general; Chapter 28 on Baptism; & Chapter 29 on the Lord’s Supper
define the Presbyterian position on sacraments as means of grace; the spiritual significance of the sacraments
to the church; the reality of Christ’s spiritual presence in the sacraments. Infant baptism is affirmed. Chapter 30
deals with church discipline, what Presbyterians consider to be a mark of the true church. Chapter 31 outlines
the Presbyterian hierarchy – the courts over the local church rather than persons.
Chapters 32 & 33 on Last Things consist of 6 brief statements & demonstrate the divines’ great wisdom in
focusing on the certainties that bind us & give us hope, rather than the uncertainties that divide us.
Strengths & Weaknesses of the Confession
Strengths of the WCF
Comprehensiveness
The thorough & exhaustive nature of the confession is well attested. Indeed, the confession was “structured in
terms of systematic theology rather than of Biblical history of redemption or in terms of the Apostles’ Creed (as
to a certain degree were Calvin’s institutes). This has given it great advantages by virtue of its clarity, precision,
brevity and range.” The confession is only lacking in 3 topics: creation of the spiritual realms – angels & demons;
the Person of the Holy Spirit; Regeneration as a separate act of the Spirit & Glorification.
Clarity
The confession frames its statements with “enviable certainty” and uncompromising precision. “What people
want from a Church in this uncertain world is certainty”. And the confession provides certainty. The church should
speak with certainty, not because people need it but because it has it!
The clear succinct rendering of the confession has led many to remark that the confession is cold; clinical; &
legalistic. It is not. At the heart of the confession is an overwhelming desire to remain faithful to the Biblical text;
and where the Scripture suffices, the confession reproduces the text of Scripture verbatim. Where no theory can
be found in Scripture for a statement, the confession offers none. It is uncompromisingly Scriptural.
Practical & Pastoral
The confession is also deeply pastoral and practical, including a unique section on Practical Christian living. The
confession is also not short on warmth; passion and devotion. Chapters on the Holy Scriptures; on God and the
Holy Trinity; on Christ the Mediator; and Assurance of Grace and Salvation; demonstrate some of the best
descriptions of God in the English language; the most determined convictions about the supremacy of the Holy
Scriptures; some of the most sympathetic descriptions of the suffering Saviour; some of the most sensitive
encouragements to the troubled saint. The heart of the confession is a passionate Puritan desire to bring the
believer to humble quiet obedience to the sovereign will of God as revealed in the Word of God.
Weaknesses of the WCF
Absence of chapters on the Spirit & on Angels & Demons
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The very brief & selective chapters on the Last Things
The confession includes only 6 concise statements on the Last Things. These are mainly concerned with individual
as opposed to general eschatology; future as opposed to realized eschatology. The entire topic of the Millennium
is conspicuously absent.
Given that the majority of the Assembly were amillennialist / post-millennialist this omission is clearly significant.
Here the confession demonstrates singular and laudable caution and sensitivity. What parts of unfulfilled
prophecy are obscure in Scripture, the confession refrains from committing to a position amidst many opinions.
Scholastic & Legalistic
This is also a very frequent criticism of the confession from all quarters. Along with the charge of being ‘scholastic’,
critics accuse the confession of being arid rationalism; deductive theology; speculative; hair-splitting & legalistic.
Theological Language – Archaic & Dated
Another cursory criticism of the confession is that it is written in Elizabethan English; it is archaic and dated and
filled with theological language that is difficult to understand.
Inaccuracies of the WCF
The Pope as the Antichrist
The confession unambiguously identifies the Pope as “the Antichrist, the man of sin and son of perdition”. There
no doubt that the confession sees the great “falling away” as the Roman Catholic Church and the man revealed
in this great apostate church is the Pope.
Whilst some would object strongly to unequivocal labelling the Pope as the Antichrist; there is some merit in
identifying him as the Antichrist preeminent. The Apostle John reminds us that there are and will be many
antichrists who will deny or “oppose Christ”. He is not a single person but a spirit of rebellion against God and
Jesus Christ; in the Puritan thought, he is not a man but a process of spiritual evil concentrated in the Papacy.
It is prudent to note that with the resurgence of the Roman Catholic Church in recent years and its strong efforts
at reunification with the Eastern Orthodox Church and the WCC, the confession may well prove to be right!
The Westminster Definition of Consanguinity in Marriage
The Close Fraternal Relationship between Church & State
The confession was written at a unique time in history – never before or again was there such a committed
Christian parliament & government as was at the time.
The Value & Utility of the WCF
The value of the confession as a clear, concise, & comprehensive document of Reformed Calvinist doctrine is plain.
Since its completion, it has had widespread acceptance & has yet to be superseded. As a system of doctrine it is
outstanding for its brevity; it conformity to Scripture; its breadth; its precision; & its utility.
Qualifications to the WCF
The B-P position with respect to the confession is that we continue to hold the Westminster Standards (in particular,
the confession) as the subordinate standard of faith after the Word of God with the following qualifications:
The Last Things:
Christian Liberty:
Church & State:
Consanguinity:

We hold a definite position with regard to the Millennium. The B-P church is Reformed PreMillennial
The B-P church because of our history & cultural under-pining, considers personal piety &
decency very important to community life.
We believe in a clear separation between church & state affairs. The church should not
encroach upon the domain of the state & vice versa.
We adopt the current medico-legal definition of consanguinity.
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